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DIC Asset reduces 2020 full-year guidance due to Covid-19 Our precautiously reduced P&L estimates result in a new
target price of Euro 20.00 - Buy rating affirmed
Last Friday evening, the company released news about the impact
on the firm due to the current Corona pandemic and also updated
the 2020 full-year guidance. The management of the company expects that rental income as well as real estate management fees
from the institutional business will be affected by the pandemic. As
of Friday, 3 April, tenants with a monthly rental volume of about Euro
1.5m have indicated to be in need to suspend their rental payments
for up to three months. Furthermore, due to the government measures in place, the overall German real estate transaction market is
expected to be deteriorated. Thus, the company expects a possibly
lower transaction volume for 2020 or a later than initially planned
closing of transactions, which would affect both the commercial portfolio regarding rental income from newly acquired properties, as well
as the institutional business regarding transaction fees and management fees.
As a result, the company reduced its 2020 full-year guidance and
now expects a FFO result between Euro 94m to Euro 96m, thus
more or less on the level of last year. The previous guidance was at
a range between Euro 104m to Euro 106m. Gross rental income is
expected to be in a range of Euro 94m to Euro 98m compared to Euro 102m to Euro 104m, while real estate management fees are now
guided to be between Euro 80m to Euro 90m instead of Euro 85m to
Euro 95m. In terms of the transaction volumes, DIC now estimates
that a total volume of Euro 700m to Euro 1.1bn (previously Euro
1.6bn to Euro 1.9bn) on the acquisition side, while the sales volume
remains unchanged at Euro 400m.
On a positive note, the management reaffirmed its dividend
proposal of 66 cents per share. This is a very good sign at a
time where several companies already suspended their dividends. At the current share price, this translates into a dividend
yield of more than 7%. The annual general meeting, which was
supposed to take place on 17 March, had to be cancelled due to the
Corona pandemic as well and is expected to take place sometime
during the second half of the year.
While we see the company in a good position with a solid balance sheet and strong liquidity position, which also benefited
from the equity capital hike in January, we also take a more cautious approach to our P&L estimates. We now estimate rental income of more than Euro 96m, real estate management fees of
almost Euro 85m and a FFO of Euro 95.5m. Furthermore, as the
duration and the scope of the pandemic are currently not predictable, we also assumed a spill-over effect to the coming years
and thus also reduced our estimates for 2021 and 2022 until a
clearer picture is possible. For the moment, we reduce our target
price from Euro 23.00 to Euro 20.00. As the share price was almost cut in half since our opening coverage from 5 March due to
the Covid-19 situation, we clearly stick to our Buy rating.
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DIC Asset is a strong commercial properties player in the German market with two strong and more or less
equally weighted pillars or businesses, which help for a very complementary income and investment structure.
In the Commercial Portfolio DIC Asset does on balance sheet investmenst for their own books , in particular
office properties that offer a stable cash income (core / core plus) as well as some value add properties which
need more attention to reduce vacancy and increase the intrinsic cash flow in mid-term, in particular by
repositioning or revitalization of some assets. This strategy is complemented by an intelligent cycle
management to sell some properties at the right time for portfolio optimization and generating additional
trading profits. The commercial portfolio has a size of Euro 1.9bn at year-end 2019 with another Euro 85m
notarizations done, which come into the books in the first half of 2020.
In the second pillar, the Institutional Business, the company launches diversified real estate funds for many
years, as the DIC Office Balance I was initiated in 2010 and DIC Office Balance II in 2014 and DIC Office Balance
III in 2015, all with targeted AuM between Euro 300m and Euro 450m. DIC also initiated funds outside the office
topic, for instance with the DIC Retail Balance I fund, which came in Sepptember 2017 with a size of about Euro
250m. The institutional business offers a great range of fees for set-up, transactions, asset and property
management services for the funds, club deals and and individual mandatess. In addition to a broad income
stream from servicing fees there are lucrative equity returns from the co-investment stakes. The assets under
managment in the Institutional Business steeply increased by almost 50% in 2019, from Euro 3.9bn to Euro
5.7bn. After the company sold the 14% stake in Berlin-based office and retail property investor TLG in the first
half of 2019 for Euro 376m, the proceeds were used to buy German Estate Group (GEG ) to strenghten the
Institutional Business and exploit common synergies. All activities in the field of fund business (third party
mandates) have been bundled under the GEG roof. Both pillars, the Commercial Portfolio and the Institutional
Business , are serviced from the group's own asset and property management platform, named DIC Onsite,
with branches in Frankfurt, Mannheim, Dusseldorf, Cologne, Hamburg, Munich and Berlin. The institutional
business offers a very steady and lucrative income stream of management fees as well as transaction-related
fees and performance fees. In 2019 the real estate mangement fees almost doubled from Euro 34m to Euro
66m. And keep in mind, that GEG takeover is only included with 7 months in the 2019 numbers.

Individual mandates in the institutional business stand for about 45% of the total volume, the Pool funds (DIC
Office Balance and GEG Infrastructure etc.) for about 40%. The remaining 15% are club deals.

Source: Company Data, SRC Research
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths

 The company has a very experienced management team that has a broad network
in the industry and a high level of combined knowledge in investments, asset and
property management and real estate finance and a year-long and outstanding track
record in transactions to foster group’s overall earnings with a lucrative deal pipeline.
 The company has its own property management platform (DIC Onsite) operating
from 7 German cities in all German core regions for commercial properties, in particular office properties. With DIC Onsite the firm covers the entire value chain for the
own properties and third party properties and exploits its platform in a perfect way.
 The commercial portfolio with 93 properties and about 1,500 rental contracts for an
annual rental income of over Euro 100m is a very solid base to deliver a steady cash
flow. This stable business is complemented by a lucrative institutional business to
satisfy the growing demand for stable and lucrative yielding assets from different
types of institutional investors. DIC Asset serves a long list of first class clients with
demanding and often tailor-made products. Thus, the institutional business is a perfect completion for the group’s earnings structure with the additional inflow of asset,
property management and set up fees as well as lucrative transaction related fees
for buying or selling the properties for the funds and other third party mandates.
 The diversity of business gives DIC Asset a brighter scope in the market, as the
company is offered more than 2,000 properties each year. The huge scope in the
market gives a bigger impetus at typical market participants, such as banks, real
estate brokers and construction firms.

Weaknesses

 The business model as investor AND property manager is not very common in
Germany, but more in other countries. We assume that with a longer history and
track record of the own trading platform the company gets a higher visibility for their
success story which will also translate into higher prices for the DIC Asset share.
 The GEG takeover was in mid of 2019, which means that the 2019 annual numbers
did not show the full capacity of earnings in the institutional business. Furthermore,
the Stadthaus Cologne landmark Club Deal with a size of Euro 0.5bn (100,000 sqm,
fully rented to the City of Cologne) was not yet closed in 2019 and thus did not show
up in the 2019 annual numbers, which would make the hike in volume even more
impressive.

Opportunities

 There are synergies at the cost side of institutional business after the GEG takeover
of about Euro 3.0m to Euro 3.5m, coming from 2020 on.
 The firm has a very high transparency level with all new EPRA key indicators in their
annual report and publishes the annual and quarterly numbers quite early, which
should give further credit and higher appreciation at investors.
 A promotion of the DIC Asset share from the SDax to the higher MDax index in the
mid-term would be a pushing impetus for the share price. For the moment, the free
float market cap is too low, and with 44% of the shares held by Deutsche Immobilien
Chancen Group and 10% by RAG Foundation it is a way to go to bring up free float
market cap.

Threats

 A severe economic downturn or shocks like the current Corona pandemic would not
impair the P & L so much, as the firm does cost accounting. But the institutional demand for commercial properties could decline with a decelerating demand for office
and / or retail space. Furthermore, the letting performance for new lettings or prolongations might dwindle.
 The general trend for more working in home office (accelerating in pandemic times
of Corona) and more co-working space might have a dampening effect on the general demand for office space.
 A general significant increase in interest rate level would dampen institutional
demand for real estate and thus might dampen the growth in institutional business.
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Please note:
The share price mentioned in this report is from 6 April 2020. DIC Asset AG mandated SRC Research for covering the share.
Disclaimer © 2020: This equity research report is published by: SRC-Scharff Research und Consulting GmbH,
Klingerstr. 23, D-60313 Frankfurt, Germany (short name: SRC Research). All rights reserved.
Although we feel sure that all information in this SRC report originates from carefully selected sources with
high credibility, we cannot give any guarantee for accuracy, trueness and completeness. All opinions quoted in
this report give the current judgement of the author which is not necessarily the same opinion as SRC-Scharff
Research und Consulting GmbH or another staff member. All the opinions and assessment made in this report
may be changed without prior notice. Within the scope of German regulative framework the author and SRCScharff Research und Consulting GmbH do not assume any liability for this document or its content being used.
This report is solely for information purposes and does not constitute a request or an invitation or a recommendation to buy or sell any stock that is mentioned here. Private clients should obtain personal advice at their
bank or investment house and should keep in mind that prices and dividends of equities can rise and fall and
that nobody can give a guarantee of the future development of equities. The author of this report and the SRCScharff Research und Consulting GmbH commit themselves on a unsolicited basis to having no long or shortpositions in equities or derivatives related to equities mentioned in this report.
Reproduction, distribution or publishing this report and its content as a whole or in parts is only allowed with
approval of SRC management written form. With acceptance of this document you agree with all regulations
mentioned here and all general terms and conditions you will find at any time at our website www.srcresearch.de.
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